
       STEP 1: "What's Bullying"?

1. LOOK at this extract from "Calvin & Hobbes". 
What kind of document is it? What is it about?

2. READ and TICK the correct answers:

a) Why does Moe take Calvin's truck?
□ because it's his truck                      □ because he's taller than Calvin
□ because he's stronger than Calvin  □ because he's Calvin's friend d) Why does Calvin give up the truck?

□ because Moe is too stupid to understand the conversation
□ because he's more intelligent than Moe
□ because he doesn't want to get into a fight 
□ because Moe asked for the truck nicely

b) Why does Calvin give Moe his truck?
□ because it's Moe's truck                    □ because he's scared of Moe
□ because he doesn't want to get kicked    □ because he's very nice

c) Why does Calvin decide not to steal his truck back?
□ because his body disagrees          □ because he's afraid of Moe
□ because he decided to talk to him □ because Moe may understand

e) Why does Calvin think the world is a mean place?
□ because people can be mean □ because people are understanding
□ because people are greedy □ because people don't care being nice

3. LANGUAGE: translate these sentences into French:
a) You can't take things from people just because you're bigger:  ............................................................................................................

b) We're both happier this way:  ...............................................................................................................................................................

c)You're meaner than me:  .......................................................................................................................................................................

d) Calvin thinks animals are better than 

humans!  .....................................................................................................................................

→ GRAMMAR : Quelle opération a lieu dans ces phrases? Que remarquez-vous dans les phrases a., b. & d.? 

4. VOCABULARY: FIND the words in the "Word Search Bullying words". 

5. CONCLUSION: What is "BULLYING"?
Use the comics below and the words from the word search to fill in this definition of BULLYING. 

A …............... is a person who likes to 
intimidate people who are weaker than 
him or her. There are many ways to 
…........... a person : a bully can …............. 
a child in the school, or …........................ 
him by name-calling him, or spread 
…..................... about the person in the 
school or on the Internet. There are 4 
forms of bullying : …..............................
….....................................................................
Bullying is dangerous because it can 
destroy the victim's ….............................
It can even become much worse and 
lead to ….................................. !
That's why people need to …................

   about bullying in order to stop it !


